Creative Scenes Puzzle - The Tool Shed
Code: AM-CS001
Price: £19.99 incl. VAT
Date: 12/04/2021
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes (£16.66 with VAT relief)
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

Our Creative Scenes Puzzle - The Tool Shed enable people to create their own scene using a set of
magnetic pieces, each can be placed anywhere on the background board.
Designed for people with cognitive loss who can no longer do our13 piece jigsaw puzzles
Creative Scenes offers the same sense of achievement, without the chance of getting it wrong
Durable plastic, easy to clean, and also meets infection control standards
Each Creative Scene has beautifully illustrated content, commissioned to ensure they are reminiscent of
the appropriate era so people can relate to them and start conversations.

The Tool Shed
Building something new, or mending something old, gave people independence and valuable experience.
The DIY movement increased in popularity after WWII as home ownership was rising, tradesmen were
expensive, servants were gone, and the housing stock decaying. Ordinary people wanted to learn DIY
because they now needed to do the work themselves.
Some example questions for The Tool Shed Creative Scenes Puzzle are below;
What does this tool shed remind you of?
How do you use each of the tools?
Tell me about the type of things you would build or mend with your tools

How it works
After discovering that as people’s dementia progresses they struggle to pick puzzle pieces up and place
them in the correct place, which caused frustration. Creative Scenes were designed to have no wrong
answer, whilst still giving that same sense of achievement.
Create your own tool shed using a set of magnetic pieces
Each magnetic tool can be picked up and placed on the background wherever they choose

Additional Images

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is AM-CS001.

